
 

Johannesburg to experience the mobilee rooftop tour

The mobilee rooftop tour will be held at the Citilec Rooftop in Maboneng on Saturday 3 September. The event, which will
take place from 12pm-10pm, is based on the annual poolside party atop Barcelona's Hotel Silken Diagonal.

Musicians at the rooftop event

Johannesburg’s mobilee rooftop tour will host internationally acclaimed artists Rodriguez Jr. (France) and mobilee’s own
Ralf Kolmann (Berlin) as well as local favourites, Zolabuddé, Sound Sensible and Trancemicsoul.

Ticket details

The rooftop event is a strictly limited capacity show. Tickets are on pre-sale for R180 or R250 at the door. Purchase tickets
here.

The event will continue at And Club where all party goers who have wristbands from the rooftop event will be able to
continue their party at the after party. Ralf Kolmann will perform again alongside local talent Rob Sloan, Black Pulse and
Metro Ticket. Tickets will be on sale at the door for R80. Purchase tickets for the after party event here.

The event is held in association with mobilee records, And Club, Olmeca Tequila and Red Bull Studios.

About mobilee:

mobilee records launched in 2005 and quickly established itself amongst Berlin’s electronic music labels, producers and
DJs. Founded and owned by Anja Schneider and Ralf Kollmann, the label boasts a sound that is simultaneously familiar
and innovative. Rooted in the classic structures of house and techno, mobilee has harnessed the triple threat approach: its

https://www.bizcommunity.com/
https://www.facebook.com/events/1814024382167900/
https://www.facebook.com/events/317671911954370/


records reference vintage dancefloor minimalism, engage with like-minded contemporaries, and suggest surprising new
directions for familiar forms.

With a focus on label showcases, such as the annual drawcard event at Barcelona’s Hotel Silken Diagonal during Sonar,
mobilee is committed to developing its roster—the core of whom are booked and managed by the label itself. The famed
Sonar rooftop parties that have featured all-star casts of mobilee artists and friends are just one example of the unique,
forward-thinking philosophy of mobilee, and its attendant expansion as a music and entertainment enterprise.

In addition to Anja Schneider, mobilee’s core artists include Rodriguez Jr., Lee Van Dowski, Re.You, Customer aka Alan
Fitzpatrick & Reset Robot, And.Id, Gel Abril, Ray Okpara, Ralf Kollmann and their extensive release catalogue includes
productions from artists such as Daniel Stefanik, Maya Jane Coles, Miss Kittin, Solomun, Vincenzo and many more.

www.mobilee-records.de

 
For more, visit: https://www.bizcommunity.com
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